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Overview 
 

• Proxemics is the study of the interpretation, manipulation, and dynamics of spatial 
behavior in co-present social encounters. 

• Edward T. Hall [1] coined this term, and proposed that psychophysical factors 
shaped by culture defined zones of intimate, personal, social, and public space. 

• These proxemic zones are characterized by the visual, auditory, olfactory, thermal, 
touch, and kinesthetic experiences of each interacting participant [2]. 

 

Objective 
 

• To develop functional and socially appropriate probabilistic models of proxemic 
behavior that can be implemented as controllers for sociable robots. 

Summary and Future Work 
 

• This approach captures the functional aspects of spatial interaction by considering the sensory 
experience of interacting agents, and sits as a mid-level representation [3] between low-level 
spatial features [4, 5] and high-level interagent relationship features [6, 7]. 

• In future work, we will treat noise as a fundamental input into the system by collecting data to 
model interaction parameters conditioned on auditory and visual sensory interference ( INT ) 
— this will allow the robot to autonomously adjust to dynamic, unstructured environments! 

• All code will be part of the Social Behavior Library (SBL) in the USC Interaction Lab ROS 
Packages Repository (http://code.google.com/p/usc-interaction-software.ros). 

Socially Situated Approach 
 

• Model proxemic behavior based on how an agent will likely experience social stimuli 
(e.g., speech and gesture) in a co-present interaction [3]. 

• Propose a sort of mid-level probabilistic framework [3], between low-level spatial 
features [4, 5] and high-level interagent relationship features [6, 7]. 

High-Level Interagent Relationship Features 

Amount of Eye Contact 

Amount of Smiling 

Intimacy of Topic 

Intimacy of Thought 

Arm Configuration 

Dominance/Status 

Thermal Experience 

Low-Level Spatial Features 

Distance A-to-B Angle A-to-B Angle B-to-A 

Mid-Level Sensory Features 

Visual Experience 

Auditory Experience 

Kinesthetic Experience 

Olfactory Experience Touch Experience 

Thermal Experience 

Selected Models and Results 
 

 Human Speech Output Levels vs. Distance Speech Rec. Rate vs. Speaker/Listener Orientations 

Speech/Gesture Rec. Rates vs. Distance Gesture Rec. Rate vs. Speaker/Listener Orientations 

Data Collection 
 

• We need to collect data to model how: 

M1: interference affects interagent pose: p( POSAB | INT ) 
 

M2: interference and interagent pose affect speech and gesture production (output): 
p( SOLAB , GOLAB | POSAB , INT ) 

 

M3: interference and interagent pose affect speech and gesture perception (input): 
p( SILAB , GILAB | POSAB , INT ) 

• Design: 2 (agent) x 5 (distance) 

• Agent: human-human and human-robot 

• Distance: choice and set (x4) 

• Choice: stand at “natural” location [M1] 

• Set (x4): stand at specified location [M2 & M3] 

• Procedure: repeat 6 times — choice (x2) and set (x4) 

• Each participant watches a short cartoon at C*. 
• One agent moves to and stays at floor mark X. 
• Other agent approaches to some distance (choice or set) to discuss the cartoons. 

Problem Formalization 
 

• Suppose we have two sociable agents, A and B. At any time and from any location 
in the room, A should be able to estimate and select appropriate values for: 

• an interagent pose, POSAB — where it should be located with respect to B; 
• a speech output level, SOLAB — how loudly it should speak for B to hear; 
• a speech input level, SILAB — how loudly it will perceive speech produced by B; 
• a gesture output level, GOLAB — where its gestures should occupy for B to see; 
• a gesture input level, GILAB — where it will perceive gestures produced by B. 

 

 

 

 

 

• In addition, A should be able to estimate: 

• parameter values for B (i.e., POSBA , SOLBA , SILBA , GOLBA , and GILBA ); 
• desirability of parameters in the presence of sensory interference (INT); 
• parameter values even if neither agent has spoken or gestured yet. 


